MINUTES

Equipment Sub Committee
18 September 2018 6:00pm

Present: Carl, Chris, Peter, Paul, Wayne

Matters arising:
Discussion around the weaves – decided it would be too much of an impact on clubs to enforce this
20mm pole minimum to be implemented in January, decided it would be better to leave for June
2019 implementation.
Discussion around lugs and the AC will replace the cost of 10 rubber lugs per jump, to replace metal
lugs, OR will give a $20 subsidy per jump for clubs that have Jahzzy jumps or similar types that aren’t
going to use rubber lugs.
Pole weight will need to be put into the January 2019 regs.

Survey
Survey will be put out

Collapsible Tunnel
Discussion around the Turner Way CT, and the complaint about the slippery ness of them – Wayne
Turner suggested it is because the tunnels were new. A lot of discussion around Lyn’s prototype for
CT, and there are a lot of pros and cons for it. Decided that there needs to be more testing around
different types of materials used etc, however to ensure that the permanent ban on dangerous
tunnels is overruled by the new regulation in January, the ESC is proposing a diameter range
between 650mm and 700mm the other already agreed measurements.

Long Jump
Regulation around long jump needs to be more specific – a consistent angle of each element is
required. The distance of the current long jump will be altered to fit with new height groups,
however in the long term further work needs to be done on the specifications of the long jump.
Proposed new ranges – Micro 240-400mm (2 elements), Mini 320-500mm (2 elements spread), Mini
2 380-700mm (3 elements), Medium 500-1000mm (4 elements), Maxi 600-1200mm (5 elements).

Spread Jump
Very brief discussion on spread jump – general consensus is that the existing spread jumps that are
currently used will become obsolete, and any clubs that do have them, the AC will look at some sort
of compensation to upgrade them.

Hoop
Hoop heights were discussed and decided at 200, 250, 300, 450, 550mm. This is in line with the new
heights, with no heights jumping the hoop any higher than they currently are, most will jump the
hoop lower.

Meeting Closed: 7:45pm

TODO:
•

January 2019 Regs – Pole Weight, New specs on collapsible tunnel – to make
permanent ban on dangerous tunnels, new Hoop heights, new spread jump specs.

•

June 2019 Regs – Weave pole diameter, weave specs with grandfather clause

•

